
Proceedings of AAAI-94, Seattle, WA, August 1994.Towards More Creative Case-Based Design SystemsLinda M. Wills and Janet L. KolodnerCollege of ComputingGeorgia Institute of TechnologyAtlanta, Georgia 30332-0280linda@cc.gatech.edu, jlk@cc.gatech.eduAbstractCase-based reasoning (CBR) has a great deal too�er in supporting creative design, particularlyprocesses that rely heavily on previous design ex-perience, such as framing the problem and evalu-ating design alternatives. However, most existingCBR systems are not living up to their potential.They tend to adapt and reuse old solutions inroutine ways, producing robust but uninspiredresults. Little research e�ort has been directedtowards the kinds of situation assessment, eval-uation, and assimilation processes that facilitatethe exploration of ideas and the elaboration andrede�nition of problems that are crucial to cre-ative design. Also, their typically rigid controlstructures do not facilitate the kinds of strate-gic control and opportunism inherent in creativereasoning. In this paper, we describe the types ofbehavior we would like case-based design systemsto support, based on a study of designers workingon a mechanical engineering problem. We showhow the standard CBR framework should be ex-tended and we describe an architecture we aredeveloping to experiment with these ideas.1IntroductionCreativity in design derives from enumerating sev-eral solution alternatives, redescribing and elaboratingproblem speci�cations, and evaluating proposed solu-tions, based on criteria and constraints that go be-yond the stated constraints on a solution. It arisesout of a conuence of processes (including problemredescription, remembering, assimilation, and evalua-tion), which interact with each other in complex ways.Often creativity arises from interesting strategic con-trol of these processes, which in themselves may bequite mundane (Boden 1990, Chandrasekaran 1990,Gero & Maher 1993, Navinchandra 1992).These processes rely heavily on previous design ex-periences and knowledge of designed artifacts (Goel &Chandrasekaran 1992, Hinrichs 1992, Kolodner & Pen-berthy 1990, Kolodner & Wills 1993). An expert de-1This research was funded in part by NSF Grant No.IRI-8921256 and ONR Grant No. N00014-92-J-1234.

signer knows of many design experiences, accumulatedfrom personally designing artifacts, being given casestudies of designs in school, and observing artifactsdesigned by others. The designer draws on these expe-riences to perform such activities as generating designalternatives, reformulating and elaborating the prob-lem speci�cation or proposed solutions, and predictingthe outcome of making certain design decisions. Theexperiences that are most valuable are often those thatare highly contextualized pieces of knowledge about ar-tifacts, such as how a device behaves in some contextof use, circumstances in which it can fail, and knowl-edge about situations that might come up not only inuse, but in all phases of its life cycle.Given the nature of these experiences, we believecase-based representations and reasoning techniqueslend themselves to supporting creative design. Re-search in case-based reasoning (CBR) has provided ex-tensive knowledge of how to reuse solutions to old prob-lems in new situations, how to build and search caselibraries (for exploration of design alternatives), andhow to merge and adapt cases. It has developed pow-erful techniques for partial matching and the formationof analogical maps between seemingly disparate situa-tions (Kolodner 1993).However, most existing CBR systems are not livingup to their potential. They tend to adapt and reuseold solutions in routine ways, producing robust butuninspired results. They do not attempt to extendtheir exploration by deriving constraints and prefer-ences that improve or go beyond those stated in theoriginal problem. (See (Kolodner 1993, appendix) fora recent survey.)Some of this potential is buried in processes thathave been downplayed or even missing in most stan-dard CBR systems. In particular, little research e�orthas been directed towards the kinds of situation as-sessment, evaluation, and assimilation processes thatfacilitate the exploration of ideas and the elaborationand rede�nition of problems that are crucial to cre-ative design. Also, to facilitate the kinds of oppor-tunism inherent in creative reasoning, CBR systemsneed to break out of their typically rigid control struc-



ture to allow exible interleaving and communicationamong processes. In addition, more research attentionmust be payed to the strategic control mechanisms thatguide a creative designer in deciding what to do next.In this paper, we describe the types of behavior wewould like case-based design systems to support, basedon an exploratory study of designers working on a me-chanical engineering problem. We show how the stan-dard CBR framework should be extended and we de-scribe an architecture we are developing to experimentwith these ideas. We end with a set of open issues.What Do Creative Designers Do?To gain insights into the knowledge and reasoning in-volved in creative design, we observed a four-personteam engaged in a seven-week undergraduate mechan-ical engineering (ME) design project. The task was todesign and build a device to quickly and safely trans-port several eggs from one location to another. Thedevice could be constructed from any material, but itssize, weight, and cost were restricted.After exploring several schemes for launching, mov-ing, stopping, and protecting the eggs, the team de-cided to use a cylindrical egg carrier (of radius 7 cm.,length 22.5 cm.), with the eggs wrapped in pipe insu-lation to protect them inside the carrier. The carrierwas dropped down (0.8 m.) from a starting platformand would roll into a target zone (within a 5 m. radiusof the starting platform). The team had two possiblelaunch mechanisms up until the �nal design demon-stration day: a spring mechanism and a simple ramp(the spring launch base could be inverted to becomea ramp, which was the �nal choice). In both cases, astring, with one end attached to the launch base, waswrapped around the device, so that as the cylinderdropped, it spun down the string, hit the ground, androlled into the target zone. The wrapped string gavethe carrier momentum and it also prevented it fromrolling beyond the target zone.One of us participated as a member of the team,allowing us to become immersed in the issues and toobserve the design process in a natural setting, in bothinformal and \o�cial" team meetings. We recordedthe group's conversations on audiotapes and collectedcopies of all their design documents and drawings.We are particularly intrigued by a set of three pro-cesses we observed underlying many creative design ac-tivities: 1) generation of multiple descriptions or viewsof a problem, 2) gradual emergence of evaluative is-sues, constraints and preferences, and 3) serendipitousrecognition of solutions to pending problems, some-times seeing new functions and purposes for commondesign pieces in the process. We are not claiming thatthis is a complete set. (For example, our design studyhas revealed a variety of inuences on creativity fromcollaborative activity.) Rather, we are interested inthese processes because they are key processes in de-sign that current case-based systems neglect.

Problem Redescription. The initial problemstatement given to our designers was ambiguous, in-complete, contradictory, and underconstrained. Theyspent a great deal of e�ort to turn it into somethingwith more detail, more concrete speci�cations, andmore clearly de�ned and consistent constraints. Animportant part of this process involved attempting tounderstand the problem, view it from multiple per-spectives, and redescribe it in terms familiar to the de-signers. They had to re�ne and operationalize severalvague or abstract constraints, while sometimes havingto abstract constraints that were too speci�c.For example, many of the ideas of one designer, whohad a keen interest in automobiles, came from recall-ing devices and concepts from the car domain, such asshock absorbers, unit-body vs. single-frame construc-tion, and air-bags. Being able to recall these requiredviewing the problem of protecting the eggs as one ofabsorbing shock or transferring energy and as a prob-lem of protecting passengers in general, not just eggs.Our designers also explored the given constraints,deliberately stretching or strengthening them to seewhat ideas became possible. For example, the initialproblem statement was ambiguous about whether ornot the device could land (i.e., touch down) short ofthe target zone and then move into it. The design-ers considered the extreme possibility of landing as farshort of this zone as possible, in which case the devicewould not y at all, but would be pushed o� or low-ered to the ground, where it would then move itselfinto the safety zone. Visualizing this possibility re-minded them of devices, such as elevators and yo-yo's,that could implement parts of this behavior.This continual elaboration and redescription of theproblem helped the designers derive connections be-tween the current problem and similar problems inother domains, facilitating cross-contextual transferof design ideas. It also primed them to serendipi-tously recognize relevant objects in the environmentthat might be reused for a new purpose.Evaluation. One of the key forces driving evolutionof the problem speci�cation is the evaluation of pro-posed design alternatives. Evaluative issues emerge inthe course of evaluating. Designers do not merely de-pend on constraints that have already been speci�ed.Rather, they bring up additional constraints and cri-teria as proposals are examined. Proposed solutionsoften remind them of issues to consider. The problemand solution \co-evolve" (Fischer 1993).One interesting criteria that emerged in the courseof the ME design project was versatility { the abilityof the device to apply in more than one situation. Thiscriteria was not mentioned or required in the originalstatement of the problem. It arose in response to ambi-guity in the initial problem statement, which describedthree similar problems but did not specify which onewould be assigned. Each problem di�ered only in thedevice's starting position (from either the center of a



child's wading pool or from a platform of one of twoheights) and in its target destination distance. (This issimilar in the real world to situations in which the en-gineers are designing for multiple potential customerswith di�erent needs). To deal with the uncertaintyand reduce the complexity this variability introduced,the designers began searching for solutions that couldbe used to solve all three problems or could be easilyadapted to apply to each. That is, they began to eval-uate proposals on the basis of versatility in addition tothe other criteria already in the problem speci�cation.Being able to do this is central to creative design.Assimilation. Problem redescription provides notonly a means for recalling relevant solution alterna-tives, but also a vocabulary for describing and, in manycases, reinterpreting objects in the designer's environ-ment. This often leads to a new way of viewing thefunction of some object and facilitates the recognitionof potential solutions to pending problems in the ex-ternal environment.For example, our designers went to a home improve-ment store for materials for a spring launch mecha-nism. While comparing the strengths of several springsby compressing them, they noticed that the springstended to bend. One designer wrapped a hand aroundthe spring to hold it straight as it was compressed andsaid the springs would each need to be enclosed in atube to keep them from bending. Another added thatthe tube would need to be collapsible (to compress withthe spring). The designers could not think of an ex-isting collapsible tube and did not want to build onedue to time pressure. They gave up on the springs andstarted thinking about egg protection. During theirsearch for protection material, they walked throughthe bathroom section of the store, where they saw adisplay of toilet paper holders. They immediately rec-ognized them as collapsible tubes which could be usedto support the springs.By playing with the springs, noticing problems andsuggesting �xes, the designers formed a speci�c, con-crete, and operationalized description of what a solu-tion would look like to the bending-springs problem.However, the toilet-paper holder was not recalled onthe basis of this description. Instead, the descriptionwas used to reinterpret the toilet paper holder whenit was encountered in the external environment and torecognize its additional function of preventing springsfrom bending upon compression. The designers wereable to interpret objects seen in the environment, orrecalled from memory, from a new viewpoint. Thisviewpoint was based on descriptions and feature di-mensions that had been revealed to be important inattempts to solve recent and pending problems.We refer to this process as assimilating the objectsinto a problem context. It not only involves reinter-preting solution alternatives under consideration, butalso comparing and contrasting alternatives with oneanother, along the dimensions relevant to the problem

context. This helps reveal those that are not reallynew ideas, so that they can be ignored. It can alsocause new evaluative issues to emerge as new dimen-sions or criteria are generated to distinguish seeminglyidentical ideas.Strategic Control. The designers we observed didnot follow a rigid, methodical plan detailing what todo next. Rather, they moved uidly between variousproblem pieces and design processes (e.g., idea genera-tion, adaptation, critiquing, problem re�nement, elab-oration, and rede�nition) in a exible and highly op-portunistic manner.Our designers employed a variety of strategic controlheuristics, some of which are opportunistic. For exam-ple, when an alternative was proposed that satis�edsome desired criteria extremely well compared to theother alternatives, they directed their e�orts towardelaborating that alternative, optimistically suspendingcriticism or discounting the importance of criteria orconstraints that were not satis�ed as well. Sometimesthis led to reformulation of the problem as constraintswere relaxed or placed at a lower priority.Being able to take advantage of such opportunitiesrequires being able to judge whether progress was be-ing made along a certain line of attack and to choosewhich ideas are more promising or more likely to leadto something unusual and novel.Some strategic control heuristics are more deliber-ate, based on reection. For example, one heuristic ourdesigners used was to try quick, easy adaptations of aproposed solution �rst before stepping back and refor-mulating the problem or relaxing constraints. Otherdeliberate heuristics attempted to make non-standardsubstitutions, apply adaptation strategies in circum-stances other than the ones they were meant for, andmerge pieces of separate solutions with each other innonobvious ways.In many cases, the processes that are composed to-gether leading to a novel idea are not in themselvesnovel and may be quite mundane. The trick is know-ing when to do them.How CBR Systems Can Do BetterMost current CBR systems tend to stick to well-knowninterpretations of problems and routine ways of adapt-ing old solutions, neglecting exploration of alternativesif something good enough has been found. We believethe CBR paradigm can be extended to support morecreative problem solving.Problem Redescription. Problem redescriptioncorresponds closely to the process of situation assess-ment { redescribing a problem in the vocabulary of theindexing system. In most CBR systems, situation as-sessment is skipped; the assumption is made that theinitial representation of the problem is su�cient forsolving the problem. But, as our observations show, in-vestigating a problem in depth makes available a large



set of relevant cues for retrieval. Generating multipleways of describing a problem provides several di�er-ent contexts for specifying what would be relevant, ifremembered.Research on indexing has found that it is the combi-nation of setting up a context for retrieval and havingalready interpreted something in memory in a similarway that allows retrieval. When some case or pieceof knowledge is entered into memory, it is not alwayspossible to anticipate how it might be used. Situationassessment processes aim to bridge that gap by helpingto redescribe a new problem in a way that is similar tosomething seen before.Research into situation assessment and problem re-formulation (e.g., in CASEY (Koton 1988), CYRUS(Kolodner 1983), MINSTREL (Turner 1994), BRAIN-STORMER (Jones 1992), and STRATA (Lowry 1987)),show di�erent ways it can be done. However, thesetechniques have not yet made it into widespread usein practical CBR systems. They should certainly beincluded in any system aimed at reuse of experienceacross domains.Evaluation. CBR systems currently evaluate solu-tions by checking a set of constraints that have beengiven to the system. Evaluative procedures are typ-ically buried within case manipulation to predict ortest whether a modi�ed case satis�es the speci�edconstraints. Observations of our designers suggeststhat evaluation should play a more prominent role incase-based design systems, allowing evaluative issuesto emerge in the course of evaluating. Navinchandra(1991) calls this criteria emergence and shows an ex-ample of how it can arise from case-based projection.In addition to criteria, constraints in general (Prab-hakar & Goel 1992) and relative priorities among themalso gradually emerge. This type of evaluation is a keydriving force within creative design, feeding back tosituation assessment and guiding case manipulation.Assimilation. A key idea underlying dynamic mem-ory (Schank 1982), one of the principle foundationsof case-based reasoning, is that remembering, under-standing, and learning are all inextricably intertwined.The ability to determine where something �ts in withwhat we already know (understanding) is a key partof being able to assimilate objects in our environmentinto our problem solving. This environment includesnot only external objects, but also cases that have beenretrieved, elaborated and adapted. Understanding howthese �t into a problem context may involve a usefulreinterpretation of something already in memory, sug-gesting in a new way of indexing it.Strategic Control. Our exploratory study suggeststhat a linear, sequential composition of CBR processesis much too simple. In reality, these processes arehighly intertwined and interact in interesting ways. Forexample, problem elaboration and redescription tac-

tics specify contexts for search that retrieval processesuse, while evaluation of recalled or adapted alternativesfeeds information back to these situation assessmenttactics, resulting in even better contexts for search. Insome cases, what suggests a particular problem re�ne-ment or redescription results from trying to con�rm thelegality of a proposed solution during evaluation and�nding a loophole or ambiguity in the current problemspeci�cation. In addition, comparing and contrastinga proposed solution with other proposals during assim-ilation can bring new evaluative issues into focus.CBR systems need to break out of their typicallyrigid control structure and allow more interaction andopportunism among processes. This requires mak-ing strategic control mechanisms explicit, so they canbe easily modi�ed, reasoned about, extended, andlearned. More research needs to be directed at identify-ing and capturing the types of strategic control heuris-tics designers use.Proposed ArchitectureWe are developing an experimental case-based systemthat emphasizes the processes of situation assessment,evaluation, and assimilation, integrating them withthe usual CBR processes of retrieval, elaboration (casemanipulation, adaptation, merging, prediction), andlearning. It has a exible, opportunistic control struc-ture which allows us to keep control tactics separate,explicit, and modi�able.The processes within our system are not applied ina strictly linear succession. Rather, the system has ablackboard-style architecture. The processes are cen-tered around and act upon data structures that repre-sent the evolving problem speci�cation and the set ofdesign alternatives under consideration.Situation assessment procedures act on the prob-lem speci�cation to evolve it along multiple direc-tions. Evaluation examines design alternatives, check-ing them against the current speci�cation, to reveal in-consistencies, ambiguities, and incompletenesses in thespeci�cation that suggest new redescriptions. Evalua-tion also brings up new criteria, and constraints whichare incorporated into the problem speci�cation.Elaboration procedures transform alternatives underconsideration into new alternatives by applying a vari-ety of adaptation and merging strategies. These strate-gies are typically suggested by the critique formed byan evaluation of some alternative. Elaboration proce-dures also augment alternatives with information de-rived about their consequences and expected behavior.These \data collection" elaborations are currently ac-complished by manual augmentations of alternativeswith experimental data, but in general can be achievedby case-based projection, simulation, actual experi-mentation, or visualization.The evolving problem description is also used byboth the retrieval and the assimilation processes. Re-trieval interfaces with a library of cases which models,



in part, long-term memory. The problem descriptionis used as a probe into memory to pull relevant designcases into consideration (for evaluation, elaboration,etc.). The assimilation process is the dual of retrieval.It accumulates design alternatives proposed (i.e., thoseretrieved, elaborated, or viewed directly in the exter-nal environment) into the pool of design alternativesunder consideration, organizing the alternatives withrespect to each other.The data structure holding the set of design alterna-tives forms an extension of the long-term memory. Wecall this extension the \problem context." The evolv-ing problem description determines the focal vocabu-lary of the current problem context. As the speci�ca-tion evolves, the focus changes on the relevant vocabu-lary to be used for organizing alternatives in the mem-ory (e.g., shape, construction cost, personal safety).In a sense, the problem context is providing a point ofview with respect to which objects in the environmentand cases recalled can be interpreted and organized bythe assimilation process.The coordination of the various processes is con-trolled by explicit strategic control mechanisms. Thereare a set of monitoring procedures, associated witheach of the processes, which watch for opportunities forsome task to be performed. The opportunities noticedare placed on an \opportunity agenda." Opportuni-ties are chosen and pulled from the agenda by strategiccontrol heuristics. For example, a monitor associatedwith the assimilation process watches for an alterna-tive to be added that is much better than any otheralternative proposed so far, with respect to some de-sired criterion. This yields an opportunity to changethe problem description by increasing the priority ofthat criterion and/or by relaxing constraints that arenot met by that proposal. This simulates the behav-ior of changing the relative importance among criteriato accommodate an unexpectedly good solution that isstumbled upon. An example strategic control heuristicwould be to pursue elaboration opportunities for alter-natives that satisfy a desired criteria extremely wellbefore pursuing evaluative processes that would nega-tively critique the alternatives. This simulates the be-havior of optimistically pursuing an idea, suspendingall but constructive criticism.Status, Limitations and Open IssuesOur system currently has implemented procedures forevaluation, assimilation, and retrieval, as well as datastructures representing the case library, pool of designalternatives, evolving problem speci�cation, and theopportunity agenda data structure. We have standardagenda management routines. However, these routinescurrently do not model the ephemeral nature of op-portunities (which can either expire or be forgotten).Several monitors surrounding the assimilation processhave been implemented, but we still need to de�ne andcapture those relevant to the other processes.

Much more work is needed to identify and de�nestrategic control heuristics, situation assessment proce-dures, and elaboration techniques. Also, not all strate-gic control mechanisms are triggered by noticing an op-portunity. Some may become applicable due to somecomplex condition that must be inferred through re-ection. (For example, realizing that you are reason-ing in circles might cause you to make an e�ort to trya brand new technique.) More research needs to focuson how to represent and infer these kinds of conditionsand also how the application of these more reectivestrategic control mechanisms can be interleaved withthe triggering of opportunistic ones.We are starting to understand how criteria, con-straints, preferences, etc., emerge during evaluation,but more e�ort is needed in modeling this emergence.There are a number of interesting open issues con-cerning how assimilation is managed when the designproblem is complex, having several interacting sub-problems, each of which have di�erent sets of alter-natives and requirements. Assimilation must �nd theappropriate problem context for interpreting and eval-uating a given design alternative. The ability to do thisfacilitates the serendipitous recognition of solutions topending problems, as we saw in the bending-springsproblem. (See also (Seifert et al. 1994).)Another open issue is that the designers we studiedwere not expert mechanical engineers. An interestingempirical question is: would experts, having knowledgeof \design principles," behave di�erently? It may notbe the expert vs. novice distinction, but how open-ended the problem is, that is important. After all, thestudents were familiar with and experienced in solvingeveryday mechanical problems using objects in theirworld. We believe that for open-ended, nonroutineproblems, expert designers are likely to display thesame sorts of behaviors as do our students.Finally, there are some aspects of creative designthat we have not yet explored. In particular, we wouldlike to analyze more carefully the inuences collabo-ration had on creativity in the design project. Ouragenda-based model of opportunity management lendsitself to simulating the exploration of several oppor-tunities in parallel, and employing multiple controlstrategies at once. This will allow us to simulate theseaspects of collaborative activity and use computationalexperiments to explore hypotheses about the role ofcollaboration in creative design.ConclusionOur intention in building our system is not to auto-mate design, but to test our hypotheses about the cog-nition of creative design. We are trying to understandcreative processes better, using a case-based cognitivemodel. As we increase our understanding (and in theprocess, push CBR technology), we will be able to an-swer the question how best to assist human designers.This may include 1) aiding the formalization, reformu-
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